Recently, it .was presented that the critical singularity of the linear and nonlinear relaxation time may be different in the kinetic Ising model by using the mean :field approximation (MFA) Y Both critical singularities have been asserted to be identical in ergodic systems so far by an intuitive expectation. 2 > In this letter, as a further example we consider the kinetic Ising modeP> on a Bethe lattice. Such a condition makes the high-temperature-expansion method 4 > simple, and furthermore the equilibrium properties are well understood ; 5 > a=O, 13=1/2, r=1, for usual critical indices. It will be desirable for our purpose to use the large coordination number z. In our case we set z=6.
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From now on we adopt the same notations as in Ref. 4 ) except that -r=1, m=l. Thus we write the master equation as xP(oo· -a 1 oo·,t).
(1)
For our Hamiltonian H0= -J'£JoarraiaJ, the transition probability wj (a j) is assumed to be
with K=J/kT. Here ""5jk denotes the sum over the nearest-neighbors of the j-th site.
First, consider the linear relaxation time of the magnetization -r <t.> defined by 4 
where M = ""5j 1 
where ,u.>--..,~;-JCl.>. We have used !Cc=1/5 Next, consider the relaxation time r cn.!.l for the nonlinear responce in which the system is in equilibrium described by an initial Hamiltonian Hi and at t=O, the system is abruptly changed into a condition described by the Hamiltonian (6) where <···)£ denotes the canonical average ·Over initial states with the Hamiltonian Hi. 2 ) For simplicity, the initial state is assumed to be completely ferromagnetic. 2 l In a similar manner, we then obtain B = 1 + 6/C + 36tC 2 + (518/3) tC 3 + 776tC 4 + (159734/ 45) tC 5 + (2235764/135) tC 6 + ... 
with rcn.!.l""e;-Jcn,L,l, i.e., we conjecture that .J cn.!.l =0.5""0.6. From (5) and (8), we get .J' 1 ·l>.J<n.!.l beyond the range of error.
The exponents coincide nearly with the exponents of the MFA, u as is expected.
Furthermore, it was also shown quite recently that the difference .J <z.l -.J <n.!.l is equal to S from the dynamic scaling hypothesis. 8 l In the MFA, the difference .J <!.l-.J <n.!.l exactly coincides with the dynamic scaling prediction. The present result is nearly consistent with the dynamic scaling prediction, i.e., .J<l.) -.J'n.z.) :::::::0.5
=S.
In the square lattice with small S
